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advanced general education of those larger numbers of child-
ren of 11-15 who were not destined for skilled trades. In the
counties these tended to be non-selective schools to which all
the older elementary-school pupils could go. In urban districts
and boroughs, they tended to be selective; and in those where
secondary schools did not suffice to meet the demand for non-
manual labour, they developed into cheaper substitutes for
secondary schools, insisting on attendance up to fifteen or
sixteen, offering a predominantly literary curriculum, and
preparing pupils for the external examinations that were in
favour with prospective employers.
When, however, the central school was selective, the vast
majority of elementary-school pupils had to have some other
provision made for them. Otherwise they were apt to remain
a despised residue, marking time in the top standard until a
birthday brought release. The solution to the problem lay in
the organization of distinct senior schools, with a practical
bias, for all over eleven who had not gone to central or
technical or secondary schools. In some places the senior
school became a distinct department in a general school build-
ing. In others it was housed on a separate site. But the abstract
educational argument in favour of this re-allocation of build-
ings was often counter-balanced by concrete social disadvan-
tages such as the swamping of children of a higher by children
of a lower standard of life, the complication of medical care
when a single family was split up between several schools,
and difficulties in the way of the older children escorting the
younger across increasingly dangerous main roads when their
schools lie in opposite directions. And new problems of com-
munity and neighbourhood re-development were thus posed
for the city planner.
This evolution of the modern or senior school thus com-
pletes the first rough outline of our incipient system of full-
time juvenile education. Where the French republic and the
German states have diversified their schools to the point of
stratification, we have tended to evolve a muclT easier grada-
tion. Between the great public schools and the working-class

